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Abstract

Value assessment of e-government services remains a challenging task. In this study, we apply a value creation model of electronic business and value for money assessment approach of e-government service in an attempt to better understand value creation from the municipality perspective. By conducting semi-structured interviews and analysis of e-government service data we investigate how digital service creates value in public services focusing on the municipality perspective. We present the identified sources of value and the indicators of value that could be derived from the analysis of data from the service. We discuss the complementary findings from performing value assessment using e-commerce and e-government models, the limitations of conducting value assessment of e-government services and performing financial analysis, and conclude with directions for future research.

1. Introduction

E-government services have been studied from a wide variety of perspectives, for example, as intention to use [6] and perceived risks [38,7] of e-government services, quality of e-government services [34], information systems (IS) procurement in the public sector [27,28,26], benefits management and realization perspectives [41,29,10,14], as well as, performance measurement and value for money assessment of e-government [24,30,12,45]. More broadly in the IS literature several approaches have been proposed for value assessment of IS, such as financial [32,43,13], economic [16,13] and strategic approaches [16,43,13]. Value assessment and value creation studies on e-government and e-commerce have, however, mostly followed different tracks [40,39,4].

In this paper the aim is to conduct a complementary study of an e-commerce and an e-government value assessment method for assessing the value of e-government service from the municipality perspective. It has been recognized that there are significant differences between e-commerce and e-government related to e.g. different drivers, priorities and governing principles [40,3,39,4]. Nevertheless, e-commerce models have been used for value assessment of e-government e.g. [18].

The research question of the study can be formulated as how digitalization creates value in public services? We are especially interested in to assess the value of e-government service adoption from the viewpoint of the adopting municipalities. For this purpose we apply a value assessment model [1,47] that has been extensively used in the context of e-business and has also been previously applied to e-government [18], together with and e-government value assessment approach [2,45]. The aim of using the two models is to provide more comprehensive understanding of value creation in an e-government service adoption phase, as the models consider a variety of value perspectives, not only limited to financial and economic perspectives.

In the empirical part of the research, we analyze the value created by the e-government service Lupapiste (freely translated “Permission desk”); a web site for managing municipal authorizations and permissions related to construction. The site has been developed by Solita Inc., a mid-sized Finnish software company that specializes in the design and implementation of web system, analytics and business intelligence [44].

In e-government services, various stakeholders can be identified ranging from individual citizens to government agencies and businesses [33]. All
stakeholders have their roles, interests and value expectations towards e-government service. In this research, we focus on value e-government service creates from municipalities perspective.

2. Theory

2.1. Defining Public Value

Jørgensen and Bozemon [20] conducted an extensive review of public values universe of which they constructed and inventory consisting of seven value constellations: 1) public sector’s contribution to society, 2) transformation of interests to decisions, 3) relationship between public administration and politicians, 4) relationship between public administration and their environment, 5) intraorganizational aspects of public administration, 6) behavior of public sector employees, and 7) relationship between public administration and the citizens. Related to value assessment of e-government service, especially the value constellations from 5-7 are relevant. These include values, such as public administration reliability, productivity and effectiveness, good working environment and self-development of public sector employees, and rule of law, equal treatment and responsiveness in the relationship between public administration and the citizens [20].

2.2. Value assessment frameworks for e-government

Several frameworks have been proposed for assessing value of government projects, including value for money audits – often referred to as the “Three Es” [15,31,30,12] or “Four Es”. In addition there are a number of models that have been developed for value assessment of e-government projects at national level, such as eGEP Measurement framework [8], key indicators of good government and public services [23] and value framework for assessing e-government impact [42].

The “Three Es” represent traditional value for money (VFM) audits consisting of three audit types: economy audit, efficiency audit and effectiveness audit [24,31,30,9,12]. Economy audit deals with how well the costs of resources (inputs) are minimized [24,12]. Efficiency audit relates to the relationship between output and input used to produce the service, i.e. providing a specified volume and quality of service with the lowest level of resources capable of meeting that specification [24,12]. Efficiency can be further divided to resource efficiency and administrative process (or flow) efficiency, where the latter focuses on the government’s efficiency in executing its routine operations [42,25,21]. Effectiveness audit focuses on the extent to which the organization is able to implement policies and achieve its objectives. [24,12]

The “Four Es” approach adds the concept of equity to the “Three Es” approach and considers for whom an organization is economical, efficient and effective [2,11,36]. Bailey’s [2] concept of horizontal equity refers to treating equally people, households or groups in equal circumstances [36].

2.3. Amit and Zott value creation model

In addition of the value assessment framework of “Four Es” presented in previous section, a complementary approach is used to offer more holistic understanding of the research phenomenon. This complementary approach builds on the value creation model of Amit and Zott [1], which was originally designed to illustrate sources of value creation in the field of electronic business and has since been applied also to e-government [18]. In the model, four major value drivers in e-business are identified: efficiency, complementarities, lock-in and novelty. The model, originally built for e-commerce purposes, has been applied to e-government context as it focuses on analyzing value creation [18] that should be also included as a key aspect in the public government studies more intensively than previous research has done [17]. For the purposes of the present study, that is to assess the value of e-government service adoption from the viewpoint of the adopting municipalities, this approach gives a fresh view.

Increasing the efficiency of the processing of transactions in e-business leads to lower costs and hence to higher value. The potential of lower costs is enabled for example by reducing searching costs through reducing information asymmetries between buyers and sellers via providing comprehensive and up-to-date data. Another example of source of efficiency is the speed with which information can be transmitted via the Internet [1] or the reduction of asymmetry of information [18].

Complementarities, as another value driver, occur if a bundle of goods and/or services together create more value than the total value of having each of the goods separately. One example for complementarities are internet-based services [19], such as Skype. Goods and services are linked in a reasonable way, which generates value. Complementarities can be vertical, like after-sales services, and horizontal, like cameras and memory card. Beyond that, the connection between off-line and on-line assets is a further
complementarity. It supports the customers to establish contacts and to process transactions [1].

The lock-in of other actors to one’s own company can be divided into two directions, on the one hand, on the willingness of customers to repeat transactions, and on the other hand, by the extent to which strategic partners are motivated to maintain and improve their collaboration. Lock-in prevents customers as well as strategic partners to migrate to competitors. This leads to higher transaction rates and lower costs. For example, loyalty programs (e.g. bonus cards), dominant design property standards, and the establishment of trustful relationships with customers are leading to customer retention. In a previous study that applied the Amit & Zott model to e-government services [18] it was highlighted that the lock-in in this context could be especially referred as the unwillingness to change from the traditional offline, non-digital service to the online, digital service, or vice versa. They also pointed out that one potential way to create lock-in in e-government service context is the possibility to empower the citizens.

Moreover, e-business enables that customers can customize products and services, as well as information, which leads to enhanced lock-in. Personalized websites offer customers the possibility to create personalized profiles, where they can add their own preferences. Virtual communities for example, bond participants to a special e-business, which creates loyalty, enables frequent interactions, and enhance the frequency of transactions [1]. Hence, it is easier for a company to create migration barriers for customers and strategic partners, and to hold the network stable.

In this context, network externalities are another important aspect [5]. According to Katz and Shapiro, positive network externalities arise when utility for the user of a product increases with the number of agents that consume the product [22]. In e-business, network externalities can be found when the created value for customers rises with the quantity of the customer base. That means that a user-community becomes more attractive for potential members to join a community after a new member has subscribed to the community. Otherwise, if a community loses members the platform becomes unattractive and the member dropout rate may increase. Besides, indirect network externalities may arise when economic agents benefit from positive feedback loops of other agents. While having a look of e-bay or other online auction sites, it is visible that buyers do not benefit from other buyers. But the existence of a multiplicity of buyers makes the platform more attractive for potential sellers. This again leads to an increasing desirability on the site to potential buyers. Hence, buyers benefit indirectly from an increasing amount of other buyers. This applies also to sellers [1].

The fourth source of value creation that Amit and Zott mention is novelty. Novelty includes the traditional value drivers like new products or services, distribution, new methods of production, or marketing. But additionally, e-business innovates new ways in structuring transactions. Connecting parties, which were previously unconnected, creates value in terms of eliminating inefficiencies in the process of buying and selling through adopting innovative transaction methods, creating entirely new markets, and capturing latent customer needs [1].

The sources of value creation are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sources of value creation.

3. Research Approach

3.1. Lupapiste e-government service

Lupapiste service was developed as a part of Action Programme on eServices and eDemocracy (SADe programme) set by the Ministry of Finance in Finland. The purposes of the programme was to provide interoperable, high-quality public sector services via digital channels to improve cost-efficiency, create savings, and generate benefits to citizens, businesses, organisations and local and government authorities. Special attention was paid to the achievement of cost benefits to municipalities. The programme involved the development of electronic services in seven projects. Programme period was 2009 – 2015, and the budget for the total SADe Programme was about 70 M€ [35].

Lupapiste was one of the sub-projects in the programme coordinated by Ministry of Environment. In addition to Lupapiste, Ministry of Environment
coordinated six other projects, and total budget for those projects was 11.5 M€.

The SADe programme did not achieve targeted outcomes, especially in terms of cost-efficiency [46]. Identified challenges hindering the realization of benefits related to lack of business models for e-services; for example, decisions regarding ownerships, implementation and dissemination (i.e. marketing) of services were not made early enough. In addition, development and management of e-services were not integrated with the public service provision.

According to programme evaluation [46] Lupapiste was rated as the most successful project coordinated by Ministry of Environment in terms of benefits created to municipalities. In addition, Lupapiste was by far the most well-known service of the sub-programme, and the implementation of the service was considered successful.

After a competitive bidding, Solita Inc. was chosen as a service provider for Lupapiste. Lupapiste service was developed in co-operation with municipalities that worked as pilots in the project. Lupapiste is a web-based open source service that enables digital application of construction permits and other permits related to infrastructure. Lupapiste is compatible with software that municipalities use in managing and archiving documents related to construction activities. Pricing of the service is divided into two parts: monthly payment, which depends on the size of the municipality and payments per transactions, which is dependent upon the total number of applications in the service (i.e. more applications nationwide, lower the price per application). In addition, Solita Inc. offers complementary services, like electronic archiving, training and consultancy services.

3.2. Research design and methods

Our aim was to investigate how digital service creates value in public services focusing on the municipality perspective. More specifically, our starting point was the Business-to-Government (B2G) relationship between E-government service provider and municipality and also the internal effectiveness and efficiency (IEE) and Government-to-Employee (G2E) relationship in the municipalities [39]. Interviews and data collection from the E-government service were chosen as research methods to investigate these relationships.

The empirical data is consisted of qualitative interview data complemented by e-mail survey conducted after interviews, and a wide set of quantitative log data from the Lupapiste service. The research group consisted of four researchers, of which three were involved in the interviews and analyzing the interview data, and two were involved in the analysis of data from the E-government service. Of the researchers one has several years of experience in measuring performance of public services, one researcher has extensive experience on value creation and E-commerce research, one is experienced in research of digital services and big data analysis, and one is expert on software development and data engineering.

For the qualitative data we carried out 10 semi-structured interviews [37] in 5 municipalities ranging from small to large (inhabitants varying from 19 000 to 210 000). All participating municipalities were pilots in the development project SADe.

Before interviews we familiarized with the topic by having a workshop at Solita, including staff from sales, product development and service support. The aim of the workshop was to identify different stakeholder groups related to Lupapiste, and identify value proposals (potential value) that Lupapiste creates to different stakeholder groups.

After the workshop, an expert interview with a leading building inspector from a municipality that was very active in Lupapiste development and implementation was carried out. Themes of the interview and structure of the interview was decided after the workshop and expert interview.

In each municipality, building inspector or leading building inspector and person from customer service (usually office secretary or customer service secretary) was interviewed (Table 1). Themes of the interviews included: motivation for the introduction of Lupapiste, benefits and challenges related to the introduction and use of Lupapiste, the functionality of the system and feedback to the service provider. Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed later, and transcribed interview data was available to all three researchers, which enabled triangulation of the data. Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed later, and transcribed interview data was available to all three researchers, which enabled triangulation of the data.

To complement the empirical study with Four E's perspective, interviewees were asked to answer short survey concerning economy, efficiency, effectiveness and equity related to Lupapiste service. Three municipalities replied the survey.

<p>| Table 1. Interviews conducted. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Roles of interviewees</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vantaa</td>
<td>Director, supervision of building Secretary, supervision of building</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyvinkää</td>
<td>Building inspector</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two municipalities out of 5 were chosen to our value creation analysis. Both municipalities had been pilot organizations in SADe program. Lupapiste was introduced in both municipalities during the year 2014.

Municipality A is a large, proactive, “successful” municipality who has digitalized the whole construction permit application process. In the Municipality A, all one-family houses were managed through Lupapiste, starting from November 2014 and from November 2015 Lupapiste was applied in all applications for building permits in the municipality. Implementation of Lupapiste was connected to a larger strategic program that took place in the municipality at the same time, and aimed at improving municipality’s ability to serve citizens. The implementation of Lupapiste was supported by a performance bonus system that was applied to whole personnel in the office of supervision of construction.

Municipality B is a relatively small municipality, which has made decision to move all construction applications to Lupapiste by August 2016. There was a gap in the implementation process due to changes in the personnel; two persons responsible for the implementation left during 2014, which caused additional challenges in the implementation phase. In Municipality B Lupapiste is part of development project aiming at creating more efficient public services by digitalization. Along with the new manager of the unit and dedicated in-house coordinator, Municipality B is now aiming to digitalize the whole process in 2016. At the time of the interviews (spring 2016) there were two parallel application processes in use in the Municipality B (paper and digital process).

The “Four Es” analysis was extended to all of the five municipalities.

### 4. Results

The aim of this research was to find out how digitalization creates value in public services. In this research we applied theoretical model of sources of value creation in e-business developed by Amit and Zott [1] and the “Four Es” [2] model to identify what value that new type of digital service, Lupapiste, creates to its municipal customers in public sector. Table 2 illustrates identified sources in value creation in Municipalities A and B in this study. (Color grey in the table symbolizes expected sources of value).

#### 4.1. Analysis using Amit and Zott model

**Efficiency.** In the interviews, many types of benefits related to efficiency were identified. Savings related to printing costs were considerable for both municipal authorities and customers, since printing large plans that was required before digital service, is costly. In addition, working time was spent when assistants didn’t have to print or scan documents. When documents are in digital format, physical space is saved, which indicates savings in office space and cost savings for the department. Ability to process applications 24/7 wherever internet connection is available increased flexibility of work by enabling flexible working hours and remote work, the option that ⅓ of employees in the Municipality A utilized. Because of declined amount of customer visits, work in customer service was perceived more flexible; now personnel can reply to questions online, and the pressure created by customers standing in line is eased. In addition, digital management of application processes create savings in travel costs and work times, since different authorities can make their statements in Lupapiste instead of having face-to-face meetings. Cost savings were underlined especially in the Municipality A, which had digitalized the whole application process. Interviewees in the Municipality B identified many similar potential savings that will be realized when application process is fully digitalized.

Productivity improvements related to increased ability to utilize resources; especially building inspectors had more time to focus on their core tasks instead of searching for paper files and documents, which ended up productivity improvements of 65% in application handling (with the same amount of personnel) in the Municipality A.

Lupapiste reduces information asymmetries by adding transparency between authorities and customers. Transparency is considered as one of the major benefits related to Lupapiste. Now all parties involved in the application process have access to the latest information regarding the process, which enables faster and more informed decision-making. Transparency also declines the amount of customer visits and phone calls and thus improves overall
productivity (both from customer and municipality perspectives).

**Novelty.** Digital management of application process is new type of service for municipalities and it entails many benefits that indicate novelty dimension as a source of value creation. Municipality A underlined the role of Lupapiste as a platform for more intense co-operation with customers; e.g. now very specified 3D digital models of certain districts and neighborhoods can be made in planning phase, which benefits the decision making. Lupapiste offers a social media channel (Yammer) for its customers to discuss about construction permit application processes and other topics related to construction and the use of digital service. Thus Lupapiste has created a virtual community that bond participants and has facilitated co-operation between municipalities. As a small organization Municipality B appreciated the communication with authorities in other municipalities and co-operation and support it has received.

**Lock-in.** As open-source software developed initially by the public funding, Lupapiste is not able to “lock” customers in the service. Customers can stop using the software if they want, and customer’s data is transferred easily to customer’s own databases. Municipalities are aware of this, and especially Municipality A indicated that they are capable to develop the service on their own if co-operation with the service provider didn’t work and if the service provider was not agile enough. We interpret that in this service lock-in relates to improving customer loyalty, since it is the only way to motivate municipalities to engage in repeat transactions in Lupapiste, since there are also other service providers available. Possibility to develop the service together with the service provider was appreciated especially in the Municipality A; for example, developers from Solita had worked three days in the office of supervision on construction unit to develop the service together with the personnel of the municipality. In addition, both municipalities appreciated customer service and support provided by Solita. Both municipalities have dedicated contact persons that coordinate communication to Solita. Customer support was easily available to all service users and was considered very service-minded.

**Complementarities.** These refer to situation when having bundle of goods together provides more value than having each of the goods separately. In this research, Skype, electronic archiving and software developed for electronic sales of construction plans were mentioned as complementary products that create value when used together with Lupapiste. In Municipality A part of face-to-face meetings were replaced with Skype-calls, when all parties had access to documents in Lupapiste. Municipality A had a software called “Arska” in use for electronic sales of construction plans, and Lupapiste was compatible with it, which indicated savings in scanning of drawings etc. Both municipalities were looking forward to electronic archive that was about to get launched during the spring 2016, since it would enable digitalization the whole process; now municipalities had to print focal documents (e.g. master plans) for archives, that were still in paper format. Along with the digital archives, paper prints are not required anymore.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Sources of value creation in Municipalities A and B.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Efficiency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Novelty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More intensive co-operation with customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and co-operation with other municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lock-in</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile product development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active customer service and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complementarities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic archiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic sales of construction plans (Arska)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2. Analysis using Four E’s model**

**Economy.** Results of interviews and survey indicate that Lupapiste service is able to create more saving, if the process if fully digitalized. Municipalities which used only digital permit application process reported cost savings related to printing, working hours, office space and travelling. However, municipalities that were in the early phase of implementation, considered digitalization causing extra costs in terms of
investments in hardware (computers and larger screens), use fee of Lupapiste, and learning time needed. Regardless of the implementation phase, most of municipalities considered that Lupapiste is able to create savings to customers (citizens and corporate customers) in terms of travel, time and printing costs.

Efficiency. As noticed in the earlier analysis based on Amit & Zott's model, Lupapiste increases efficiency in many ways, like enabling specialists to focus on their core tasks instead of carrying out of routines, when it is fully implemented (e.g. in Municipality A). Fact that authorities can make their statements in Lupapiste and possibility to work on travel were factors affecting positively the efficiency of construction permission departments operation.

Effectiveness. Based on the empirical data, Lupapiste was clearly connected to achieving strategic goals of the municipality, i.e. digitalization of municipal services.

Equity. According to respondents, Lupapiste service increased equity by enabling construction application for customers that live in another part of the country. Some respondents underlined the fact that digitalized service, like Lupapiste, requires competence of using software which may be too high requirement for elderly people or people with disabilities. However, according to replies, the most of applicants are young people or companies (architects, designers).

4.3. Analysis from E-government service data

In addition to the interviews, we carried out an analysis of the actual Lupapiste data. We started out by investigating the adoption of digital construction permit services in the two Municipalities. Figure 2 outlines the growth in digitally processed constructing permits. We included only construction permit applications that were related to construction of buildings, excluding application categories or operations such as assigning site manager, cutting down trees or infrastructure related applications.

As a second indicator of the adoption of digital construction permit services, we investigated the growth of the number of different application categories or operations that have been digitalized in the municipalities. Figure 3 outlines the growth in terms of number of digital construction permit categories adopted by the municipality.

In order to measure the impact of digitalization of construction permits processing we calculated the leadtimes of the approved applications for each municipality.

As can be seen on the Figure 4, the median leadtimes have remained the same for small houses and shortened for the storage buildings. The number of processed applications of small houses and storage buildings have increased significantly from the year 2014.
value assessment of e-government services. First, the analysis indicates that digital service creates more value if it can be implemented more rapidly and completely without a parallel digital and paper application processing. Second, digital service can create significant cost savings that derive from multiple sources, e.g., savings in travel costs, printing and scanning costs, and information search costs. Third, digital service creates a platform for new type of collaboration, which requires changes to administrative and work processes. Fourth, lock-in to service provider is not a good approach for e-government services, a better approach is to built customer loyalty, motivate customers to use the service, offer additional services and the opportunity to participate in the development of the product. Fifth, Amit and Zott [1] model helps to uncover multiple sources of value even during the implementation phase of digital service. On the other hand, some value drivers seem to impact each other, and it is at times difficult to classify sources of value only under one heading, e.g. network, and community related value fit both to novelty and customer loyalty.

At the time of the study, municipalities had implemented Lupapiste relatively recently, or were still in adoption phase, which indicates that all potential benefits are not yet realized. For example the forthcoming complementary services, i.e. electronic archiving, could facilitate municipalities to benefit even more of the Lupapiste. In addition, Lupapiste offers platform for many co-development activities; for example municipalities could share tasks according to core competencies, e.g. one municipality could manage all construction permits related to apartment buildings in a certain area. However, platform alone is not adequate to ensure that all potential benefits are realized, also changes to processes and working methods are needed.

According to our research, municipalities lack indicators that could be utilized in value assessment of e-government services - even though in both of the case study municipalities the implementation of e-government services was linked to strategic development goals of the municipality. Our study suggests how data from e-government service can be used as indicators related to the efficiency of processes, and thus supports operations management in municipalities. Various additional indicators related to value creation can be developed from the data: for example measures related to flexibility (e.g. ratio of applications processed outside organization’s premises and office-hours) and efficiency (e.g. flow efficiency of applications). Thus, e-government service provides potential for more elaborated performance measurement in municipalities.

We discovered that Amit & Zott's of value creation is able to assess fairly well value expected from e-government services.

5. Conclusions

Our aim was to investigate how digital service creates value in public services focusing on the municipality perspective. Our starting point was to analyze the value e-government service creates in terms of Business-to-Government (B2G) relationship (between e-government service provider and municipality) and also the internal effectiveness and efficiency (IEE) and Government-to-Employee (G2E) relationship in the municipalities [39]. While conducting interviews we recognized that the digital service creates value also in other relationships: in Government-to-Government (G2G) by improving co-operation between municipalities. This type of digital service was found to enable virtual municipality co-operation model, where authority form one municipality can process construction application from another municipality. However, the realization of value created through virtual municipality co-operation model requires changes to work and administrative processes, which are commonly identified requirements in both e-Commerce and e-Government research [39].

Financial and economic assessments turned out to be challenging to conduct for municipalities that have only recently implemented or are still in the adoption phase of e-government services.

The results from the interviews and data-analysis provided several insights for the implementation and value assessment of e-government services. First, the
government in terms of economy, efficiency and effectiveness. However, the model lacks one of the focal perspectives of “Four E’s”, namely equity.

In this study only value created to municipalities and private B2G, G2E and G2G relationships was analyzed - value created to other stakeholder groups like businesses (construction and engineering companies) or citizens was out of the scope of this research. In addition, value that new business model created to the service provider was not analyzed in this study. Thus, further research is needed in order to analyze value created by e-government service in these contexts.
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